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Boys’ friendships

§ Physical affection

§ Sharing of secrets

§ Mutual support

Men’s friendships

§ “No homo”

§ Restricted emotionality

§ Competition



Purpose: to determine the key characteristics of, and the 
sociocultural influences on, relationships between male metamours.

Questions:

#1 - How do polyamorous men describe the characteristics of their 
lived experience of metamour relationships with other men?

#2 – What are the sociocultural influences on polyamorous men’s 
relationships with male metamours?



v Recruitment survey participants (n = 420) answered demographic 
questions (Qualtrics online survey) in order to determine 
inclusion qualification

v Study participants (n = 24) took part in ~60 minute semi-
structured interviews (face to face or Zoom video conferencing)



v Purposive, maximum diversity sample of 24 hetero or 
bisexual/queer polyamorous men:

v Age – 23 to 66 (M = 37.96)

v Race/Ethnicity – White (62.5%), Non-White (37.5%)

v Orientation – Straight (43.4%), Heteroflexible (30.4%), Non-
Straight (26.2%)





§ We have a core goal of the happiness of my wife 
specifically. And men that's she's dating, those 
metamours, knowing that we both have that as a goal, 
it gives us a shared directive, a bond, in a way that 
most of my standard relationships don't carry.

-Henry

1) Sense of shared 
purpose



§ We would do a lot of things collaboratively and in the 
background to communicate with each other and say, 
“Hey, A is having a bad day. If you got space for it, give 
her a call or drop in. She'd love it and pick her mood 
up,” or, “Hey, A's having a rough time. On your way 
home from work, will you pick up some mint chocolate 
chip ice-cream and have it be a surprise that I 
happened to just be in tune with you that day?”

-Ali

1) Sense of shared 
purpose



§ Polyamory has been a tool for me to really learn that 
I'm not a mind reader. I need to know how somebody's 
feeling. I need to talk to them, and I think learning that 
early on has really helped me avoid complications 
with other peoples' metamours.

-Andre

2) Open 
communication



§ In any relationship, any romantic relationship, the two 
most important things are honesty with yourself and 
with the other person and communication with the 
other person. The relationship with a male metamour 
is not different.

-Michael
2) Open 
communication



§ I'm comfortable around or with my male metamours if 
I feel like they are respectful of the relationship that I 
have with a shared partner.

-Jeremy

3) Mutual respect 
and consideration



§ Within the poly world, I think that my biggest currency 
is acceptance. You accept me for being me, and you 
let me accept you for being you. You give me those 
two things, then the world moves around.

-Simon

3) Mutual respect 
and consideration



§ I said, “You know, this is like that situation 
where I walked in and the two of you were 
in bed, that's one of those things where I'm 
supposed to shoot one or both of you, and 
for the rest of our lives, this is supposed to 
be this huge drama,” and I didn't feel 
anything except how cool this is? 

-Diego



§ At some point, [my metamour] was 
just like, “Hey man. I really like the 
dynamic you and [our shared 
partner] have. She's always really 
stressed, but whenever she hangs out 
with you she seems really unwound, 
really chill.” That was a new thing for 
me.

-Cyril



§ One of the things that I've seen in my 
relationships with my male metamours is 
this real exploration of authentic non-toxic 
masculinity . . . I've seen male metamours 
really be a stepping stone for men to 
learn some of these emotional skills.

-Anthony



§ [Being a metamour] brings you 
really close together in a way 
that you don't necessarily share 
with other men.

-Kamal





“I think that was one of the first times I really was able 
to get over the awkwardness or the societal pressure of, 
‘You're supposed to not like the person who's sleeping 
with your girlfriend,’ and helped me really take the 
myth out of that.”

-Andre

“Sometimes it's that small mindset of masculinity and 
you have to keep that masculine aspect, so you can't be 
more than friends, you can't be really close; otherwise, 
you lose your masculinity points or whatever.”

-Jacques

1) Becoming a metamour

2) Being a metamour

3) Contextualizing one’s 
metamour experience




